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About This Game

After losing its home, one lonely Wum must travel the length and width of the world to find a new place to live. From the
metropolitan haven Popocity to the cavernous Bliekopolis, our Wum will discover magical places and encounter strange
creatures. But this Wum is no traditional hero and only by using wit and charm can it succeed in this massive journey.

Wuppo is a two man passion project, with hand-drawn visuals, an extensive soundtrack and a huge world to explore.

FEATURES
Explore a wondrous world filled with Wums, Fnakkers and other strange creatures.

Resolve an ancient conflict on your quest for a new home.

Use items and social skills to overcome diverse challenges.

Fight numerous enemies, ranging from small, to big, to MASSIVE!

Collect filmstrips to discover the world's detailed history.

Enjoy an enchanting and memorable orchestrated soundtrack.
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Title: Wuppo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Knuist & Perzik
Publisher:
SOEDESCO Publishing
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512mb video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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PAKO 2 is crazy taxi criminal edition, and that is a very good thing! (Video Version of Review) https://youtu.be/PMddawSe0f4
The core gameplay revolves around picking up crews from jobs they just pulled, and getting them to their drop-off location, all
while avoiding the ever growing police threat that manifests itself in increasingly more dangerous ways. The game may sound
simple, but it's all the extra trappings that push this one well ahead of it's competition. An entire lot of cars to buy with in game
cash, tons of weapons to purchase that give this title it's twin stick elements, mods that can be installed, a perk system that can
be customized and earned through each successful drop-off, stat boosting for each vehicle, multiple levels! The list goes on and
on for ways that you can customize your own experience and style in this game. Even the graphic options shine here, with the
ability to make the game look like a 70's VHS cop show, or if you prefer, clean up the visuals with a more "modern" look. Tree
Men Games have written a love letters to the fans with this title, and I would be more than happy to stand up and start the slow
clap that this game deserves.. This game is surprisingly, extremely accurate to the actual Pickers show, just without the likable
hosts "Tall Guy who likes Motorbikes" and "Fat Dude who likes Oil Cans and Bundles Stuff".

Appease idiotic country bumpkins with 'Ice Breakers' by buying some cheap piece of junk for $5 more than its worth, so they'll
come to like you. Then have them return the favour by selling you a $2000 motorcycle sidecar for $500.

10/10 would scam again

. I don't know why, but I really do enjoy this game. Im one of those guys who likes sim games, I hace ETS 2 as well as ATS.
Some thing about making money,working hard to purchase new equipment, planting sweet crops and eventually just becoming a
millionaire. Theres so much in this game to do. Ive stuck to crops mainly, havent got to forestry and livestock or anything yet.
Only thing I don't really like is hired help, how they can miss portions of your fields if your field isnt exactly square ill say. So
im kinda in the process of figuring out where to start on each field so I dont have to keep an eye on them and just do my own
thing. I can't believe ive spent 50hours on this game already. I played about 40 hours of it and figured out I dont like the way I
pursued certain equipment without really looking over the details of the equipment and what kind of power you need to run
things. So im like, forget it, now I know more about the game.....after 40 hours of playing it. So I completely started my game
over and its still been very enjoyable redoing a lot of what I already did. I really like this game and highly recommend this game
to people who like sim games, like relaxing/kicking back and are willing to basically put a LOT of time into this game. Overall,
great purchase, im sure FS 17 will be more awesome.
. I'm really glad I got this. Whenever i'm waiting and just need to kill 5 or 10 minutes, this is perfect. Not much more than that.
Great design and art, the music is really cool, too. It definitely serves its purpose and it accolmplishes quite well what it is meant
to be. So in other words, if you like retro arcade games this is worth at full price.. Really fun game with amazing story! My only
complaint is that it's too short! 9\/10 game, buy it whenever!. much game many good. Fun game if you don't have any other
games to play xD 7/10. Bought it a few years ago, it's telling me now that it only is a trial version and wants to push me to buy an
upgrade. Can use it only for 30 days now. I have stopped using it now because of that.. I like the premise of this game. You are
an astronaut marooned on a pitch-black planet. While you are merely trying to escape, the planet'a denizens have another idea.
You must gather survival supplies and fuel for your ship to take off. The atmosphere and enemies reflect a truly Lovecraftian
malevolence, and you are given a sense of urgency and desperation.

However, that's where the game stops being a spooky thriller and starts becoming frustrating. If there were a better save system,
more places to re-arm and resupply, and more environments to explore, it would be better. But it feels like you are going in
circles and accomplishing nothing.
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Funny and addictive.
The only criticism I can lay is that the game crashed and lost all my progress.

Send waves of pals to get garbage for the flumf, build stuff.
Send more guys. Repeat.
Awesome.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/r5ufS12Ebu0. I have to say, that all things considered: Playclaw is an amazing product and was definitely
worth every penny. When I bought it originally, it was simpy a game recorded. It has evovled and it can do everything I need it
to do without dropping frames. I'm even able to recorded Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare at 60FPS. The product is great and,
bar any unusual mishaps or changes, I won't be looking elsewhere for screen capture programs.. It's not BAD, but it didn't really
feel like it had substance. Didn't fall in love with any of the characters, didn't care about the setting, didn't feel like my choices
made a huge impact, esc.

Overall it's a well written STORY but it shouldn't have been a choose your own adventure game. I don't really feel like I went on
an adventure. Or chose anything.. I normally don't give immediatly bad ratings, bought it for 3,99\u20ac and still don't feel it's
worth it. Why?

PROS:
- have many character and face portrait parts...
- layering, hue and other paint.net options...
- animation preview...
- Steam Workshop (didn't tried that out, but some objects look nice, but a developer shouldn't rest on those)

CONS:
- ...that you can find all in the specific RPG Maker
- ...but paint.net is free
- ...that sometimes doesn't appear and sometimes it does (don't see a pattern there)
- you need to close the programm with the Task Manager in Windows 8.1 64 Bit (else steam say's forever Game
  Character Hub is still running)
- the RPG Maker XP is a mess, every single part needs to be moved manual, because nothing fits
- easy things are really laborious to do, like mark pixels, mark cells (much easier on paint.net)

CONCLUSION:
I hope I mentioned all above, but all in all I can't recommend it. The RPG Maker VX\/Ace editor is decent, but nothing special.
Most parts are in the Character Generator of VX ACE, only 1 or 2 are from the GCH itself. For that pricing I really expect
more, because there are free tools that are easier to use and have all the options GCH has. If you plan buying it for XP, then
don't do it, every part needs to be moved manual!!!
Probably the rating would be better, if "Second Story" would be implemented in the GCH and didn't cost another 3,99\u20ac
normal price or at the moment 2,99\u20ac. That way, it's a cheap rip of from the Game Creator from VX Ace which is not
worth money. (\\s\/). COOL! THIS IS A GAME FOR PEOPLE WHO ACTUALLY KNOW WHAT STRATEGY AND
TACTIC IS.. \u041a\u0443\u043f\u0438\u043b \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443 \u0447\u0442\u043e \u0431\u044b
\u0437\u0430\u043f\u043e\u043b\u0443\u0447\u0438\u0442\u044c \u0444\u043e\u043d
\u0423\u043a\u0440\u0430\u0438\u043d\u044b. \u0430 \u0442\u0430\u043a \u0436\u0435
\u0441\u043c\u0430\u0439\u043b\u0438\u043a.. This game is fun to just play about in, but if you are looking for a game
worth \u00a35.19 this is not it.

Smartphone Tycoon is a rushed and unfinished product.
The developers are such a$$holes as to make the sandbox mode DLC, and it isn't even a true sandbox mode.
If they put a bit more work into it I might have given it a pass, but it is pretty obvious that they didn't even try with this game..
shitey game
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